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JAMO SHOWCASES NEW SPEAKERS FOR MODERN LIVING  

AT CES ASIA 2017 
 
SHANGHAI, China. (June 8, 2017) — Jamo®, a high-tech audio collaborative founded 
on Danish design principles and a Klipsch Group, Inc. brand, announces today an 
exceptional line-up of new and existing products on display at CES® Asia in Shanghai. 
Jamo, architects of sound design for modern living, will feature design inspired, high 
performance products that seamlessly integrate into living spaces.  
 
“We are committed to making 2017 the year of Jamo and have allocated research and 
development funds to bring beautifully designed, high performance products to the 
market,” said Paul Jacobs, president and CEO of Klipsch Group. “Jamo provides 
modern style and great sound to any home; well-crafted product designed for people’s 
lives and living spaces.” 
 
Featured at CES, the new Jamo Studio 8 series has been completely reimagined with 
contemporary material and finishes, such as wood grain accents, matte polymer 
veneers, and magnetic woven linen grilles that accentuate the clean, minimalistic lines 
of this European design. The compact cabinet designs are an ideal solution for urban 
living environments around the world. Jamo Studio 8 includes seamless Dolby Atmos® 
integration for incredibly realistic, three-dimensional sound without sacrificing 
aesthetics.  
 
Jamo will showcase its first-ever sound bar collection that combine European design 
and immersive acoustic experiences. Featuring furniture-grade design aesthetics, 
organic materials, and professionally designed drivers for superior sound clarity, these 
sound bars deliver home entertainment with performance and style. The Jamo Studio 
SB 36 All-In-One sound bar with a built-in subwoofer is 36” long and features 
Bluetooth® wireless technology, as well as optical and analog inputs. It is available in 
black or grey and comes wrapped in soft textured grille cloth. The Studio SB 40 is a 40” 
sound bar and wireless subwoofer. It includes HDMI, Bluetooth® wireless technology, 
optical and analog inputs. The slim design is ideal for use with limited space.   
 
  
The new Jamo Landscape speakers provide dynamic audio performances while 
integrating seamlessly into any residential or commercial outdoor environment. The JL-
4 full-range landscape satellites offer an ultra-compact design and all-weather 



   
 

construction for maximum durability and impact resistance. The accompanying JL-
10SW half-burial subwoofer installs easily for low frequency extension and output.  
 
Adding to the brand’s outdoor offerings, Jamo Rock speakers and Indoor/Outdoor (i/O) 
speakers are voiced to match their box and architectural counterparts, and offer 
alternative aesthetic form factors for outdoor listening experiences.  
 
The JDA-500 Jamo Amplifier is designed with the Jamo landscape system in mind to 
optimize performance, as well as providing DSP presets for the entire Jamo speaker 
family. The Jamo Amplifier allows for maximum install flexibility and offers 70V/100V low 
impedance capability. The powerful DSP suite provides full customization of I/O routing, 
EQ, limiting and system tuning.  
 
The Jamo Digital series Bluetooth® wireless technology speakers feature seven unique 
portable and tabletop solutions that are practical, durable, and easy-to-use. The newest 
model is the DS7 powered stereo speakers and subwoofer, whose design is based on 
the award-winning, iconic Jamo R909 loudspeaker. 
 
To learn more about the new products Jamo is debuting at CES Asia, visit Jamo in Hall 
N1, Booth 1232 or Jamo.com/CES.   
 

### 
 
About Jamo 
Since 1968, Jamo, a high-tech audio collaborative, has utilized resources from around 
the globe while honoring its Scandinavian design roots. Jamo innovative loudspeakers 
seamlessly adapt to fit any environment. Operating in more than 80 countries, Jamo, 
designed for life, delivers contemporary style while integrating high-tech audio, 
reflecting the different ways the world listens. Jamo is owned by Indianapolis, Indiana-
based Klipsch Group, Inc. Klipsch Group, Inc., owner of the Jamo brand, is also a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of VOXX International Corporation (NASDAQ: VOXX). Jamo is 
a trademark of Klipsch Group, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.   
 
 


